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They say beauty is more than skin deep, but that does not mean we should discount skin altogether. Skin plays an integral role in shaping personality and character since the way people choose to clothe, decorate or care for their skin can tell a story about who they are.

The theme of this issue is “Skin Deep” because the stories explore attitudes toward skin that create various life circumstances. For example, one article discusses burlesque dancers who participate in the revealing art form because they say it makes them feel less self-conscious and more comfortable in their own skin. In another, more intense story, readers learn what life is like for people who view their skin as a coping device, so they participate in self-injury.

Because the appearance and health of skin undoubtedly play a major role in everyone’s lives, the way some people choose to treat their skin can seem either fascinating or shocking, depending on how unusual the circumstances are. If you really want to read an outrageous account—try checking out the article about body suspension, which requires participants to “hang out,” or dangle above ground from hooks pierced through their skin.

As you are about to find out, there are tons of ways to think about skin, and the wide range of stories in this “Skin Deep” issue are a testament to that fact.

Thanks for reading.

Jaimie Fife
Editor-in-Chief

P.S. Your epidermis is showing.
explained that it was for religious reasons. She started at Roosevelt High School in Seattle. As a nervous different shades of hair. The room represented by colorful beanies, baseball caps and students, her scarf contributes to a kaleidoscope of colors in class wearing a brightly patterned scarf on her head, the Western freshman Meron Sheriff is proud as she walks into or so college students in her introductory psychology course, my entire religion.

Mary Ali, director of the Institute of Islamic Information currently living in the U.S., Ali says. Although she knows she stands out from the roughly 200 million Muslims live in the United States, representing 2.5 comfortable with. She can choose to cover her skin to whatever degree she feels single definition of traditional Islamic dress since each woman can choose to cover her skin to whatever degree she feels appropriate sexual remarks. Sheriff says that a car full of men drove by her, screaming at her walking down an empty city sidewalk wearing her hijab, she and her sister to not only follow Islamic dress traditions, but present of myself.

I have my entire religion,” Sheriff says. “Out of maybe 200 students in a classroom at Western, I am normally the only one wearing a scarf. That is why I am very careful about the image I present of myself.” Sheriff says her mother’s religious teachings inspired her and her sister to not only follow Islamic dress traditions, but also practice the Islam religion. She says Islam teaches that a woman who conceals her body shape and is less likely to be raped or attract negative male attention, such as inappropriate sexual remarks. “Concealing ourselves is a way of hiding our beauty and being more modest,” Sheriff says. “It’s really a way of protecting ourselves.”

Sheriff says some Muslim women also choose to cover their faces, but the decision to do so is personal and not mandated by Muslim religion. Iman Salam, a Muslim woman who has lived in Bellingham for six years, says most people are used to seeing images in the media of Muslim women wearing all black with their faces covered. She says nowhere in the Islamic religion is there a written requirement for women to cover their faces and wear all black. The way the media portrays Muslim women only contributes to negative stereotypes about Islam. She says when people see images of Muslim women dressed that way, it suggests they are all oppressed and forced to cover their faces.

Salam says if Americans were to travel to Palestine where her parents are from, they would encounter women dressed similar to the way Muslim woman in the U.S. dress—without their faces completely covered.

Like most Muslim women, Salam keeps her hair covered in the presence of men except for her husband, father or brothers. In her home or around other women, she usually does not wear a hijab because its main purpose is for modesty when she is in public. In the Islamic faith, having your hair uncovered is a sign of femininity and is something that should be reserved for your husband, your says. Salam says she chooses to wear a hijab because of her religious faith, but she also wears clothing such as pants and long-sleeved shirts from stores such as Gap and Old Navy. She says many common retail stores regularly sell the type of scarf that is used for a hijab, helping her to dress up and make a collection of more than 100 scarves in nearly every color of the rainbow. Salam’s hijab is as much a part of her everyday life as whatever shirt she might decide to wear. She coordinates the scarves she puts on every morning with the rest of her outfit. Still, she says the Nabi’s main purpose is not just to look pretty.

Salam says her religious faith is so important, she chooses to wear a hijab. As a Muslim woman, she feels compelled to follow Islamic dress as part of the public testament to her beliefs, even though some Americans might not think a woman with visible hair is immoral, she says. As a mother of two young sons, she says it is important to her to provide a religious example as a parent. “I will teach my daughters [about the Nabi], the same way my mother taught me, by example,” Salam says. “Little girls want to copy their moms, whether it’s wearing lipstick or carrying their purses around. But if my daughters choose not to wear the Nabi, I will try to explain to them that, as long as they believe in God.”

Salam says Muslim females usually begin wearing the hijab in their early teen years to signify their transition into womanhood. Wearing one is a public statement that a young Muslim female is growing up. She says her 6-year old daughter loves to wear a scarf covering her head. But as a parent, Salam is cautious about letting her daughter go out in public wearing a Nabi because she is wary of negative stereotypes people sometimes associate with it. “People might say, ‘look at those Muslims, they are so oppressed,’ when that is not the case,” Salam says. Salam says wearing a Nabi makes her feel different than many women in Bellingham because the city’s population is not very diverse.

She says she experienced much more cultural diversity in high school than she does at Western because of the larger Muslim population in Seattle. However, she says that the smaller Islamic population does not bother her because she has never felt socially out of place at Western. Still, she sometimes has to answer questions about why she chooses to cover her hair when many Americans don’t view hair as a potential sexual threat.

Kayla Britt, Associated Students vice president for diversity, says she also has to regularly answer questions about ethnic diversity on campus. “She says students are often curious about why Seattle lacks diversity. While the university works to promote diversity through its clubs and scholarships, there is no one solution to creating a more diverse campus, she says. In her experience, students constantly talk about how Seattle is more diverse than Bellingham, making a lot of students feel out of place, she says. “No one should have to be an ambassador for their own ethnicity,” Britt says.

Although she feels Western is progressive in accepting people of different ethnicities, Britt says students on campus should work to foster positive cultural relationships by refusing to discriminate against students who are culturally different. “I haven’t seen any negative reactions or blatant acts of discrimination,” Britt says. “While we are a very tolerant campus, I can’t go far so as to say we are accepting. That happens more on an individual level.” As a young Muslim woman, Sheriff says she feels it is important to contribute to Western’s multiculturalism. Through her membership in Western’s Muslim Student Association, she works to maintain connections with other students of her faith, as well as form new connections with people who do not know about her culture. She says the association hosts public meetings on campus and in the Bellingham community where Muslim students gather to pray and socialize. The association is also involved in other humanitarian efforts, such as holding fundraisers to help victims in Gaza. She says outreach is part of her Muslim identity.

For Sheriff and other Muslim women, wearing a scarf over their hair affects their social presence because most people know the covering is for cultural and religious reasons. “I don’t like about covering is that you become appreciated for what you say and do rather than what you look like,” Ali says. “Definitely, there are many young women who, once they put on the scarf, lose many friends, which is unfortunate because doing that doesn’t change the person inside.”

All who converted to Islam 40 years ago, says it is important for young Muslims to be proud of their cultural identity and attribute any negative comments they receive about their dress to ignorance. In the years she has been practicing the religion, Ali says she has encountered prejudice in many different forms, from verbal insults to rude stares. Many years ago, as she was walking down an empty city street wearing her hijab, she says that a car full of men drove by her, screaming at her to go home to her own country. Instead of stopping to cry, she sighed to herself and walked on slowly. As the car sped away from her and careened around a corner, she thought to herself, if only they knew I was born in Iowa.
It started with what looks like a tiny cat scratch. Emily Merker goes into the bathroom, takes her father’s electric razor and scrapes the side of the blade against her inner arm, making a small vertical incision in her skin. At only 9 years old, she intends for the fresh scratch to look as if she brushed her arm against a brick wall by accident. She does not plan for the endorphin-releasing cut to spiral into an addicting coping habit that would last seven years.

Merker is one of two million people in the U.S. who struggle with self-injury, or intentional infliction of harm to one’s body. Self-injury comes in several forms, the most common of which are cutting, hitting or burning of the skin. While the numbers of cutting cases vary among students, psychologists estimate between 8 and 10 percent of college students have intentionally injured themselves. The pressures associated with school, family or internal issues can become too difficult for some to bear.

Now 20 years old and 11 months free of self-injury, Merker looks back on her days of cutting as a cry for help. And, she has the scars to prove it.

“ar was in such a dark place,” Merker says. “So, it’s kind of nice to know that if I’m able to get myself out of that mentality, I can do anything.”

Merker is sitting in Seattle’s King Street Station with her father waiting for her train home to Portland. She rests her feet on top of a black suitcase, her short brown hair falling in ringlets against her face. As she sheds the layers of her blue pea coat, she pushes up the sleeves of her red hoodie, exposing overlapping scars running up and down her forearms. Raising the right pant leg of her blue jeans, she reveals her darkest scar, a 2-inch cut above her ankle that led her to stop cutting.

“As I matured, I realized this is the norm for a lot of people that ache,” Merker
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(Self-injury is) something that should be talked about. It shouldn’t be just brushed under the bed anymore. That’s not how things get resolved. If kids are going to make it a norm, we should make it a normal topic to talk about.

Merker says she started cutting herself almost every day when she was 13 years old. As her parents’ marriage started to fall apart, she was unsure how to cope, and turned to cutting her arms and eventually her ankles and calves, to numb the emotional pain. Her best friend Caitlin Magraw says this was Merker’s lowest point in her struggle with self-injury.

“We would do drugs every single day,” Magraw says. “There really was no shelter that was kind of thing.”

Merker remembers lying in the bathtub after cutting herself, reaching for sleeping pills and thinking, “If I wake up – great, that’s fantastic. If I don’t, I don’t really care.”

In another shocking incident, Merker recalls cutting herself after a night of partying, drinking and amassing and passing out.

“When I cut, it’s like I’m kind of being possessed by this darker self and something that’s always in the back of my head,” Merker says. “But I’ve managed to tame it… I just needed to get my fix.”

As a child, Merker was diagnosed with depression and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and given anti-depressants. While she cannot identify a specific trigger leading up to her self-injuries, she remembers feeling completely alone. She says internalizing her pain proved too heavy of a burden, so she began cutting herself to release the hurt. She calls cutting “a high” and just as dangerous as taking drugs.

“It was as if someone knocked you unconscious, and it was great,” Merker says. “I just sat there and stared at the walls.”

Dr. Joan Kimball, a psychologist at the Bellingham-based Associates in Mental Health, says people are often frightened or judgmental when confronted with deliberate self-harm. While drinking and smoking are also hard on a young person’s body, these outlets are more socially acceptable ways to deal with pain. When someone hurts him- or herself deliberately, people do not know how to react, she says.

“When you cut your finger, you say, ‘Ouch,’ and you run for the Band-Aid,” Kimball says. “But to do this intentionally, a lot of people don’t understand it. They’re confused by it.”

Kimball says there has been an increase of self-injury in the last 10-15 years, although it is difficult to pinpoint a reason for the boost, she says. A recent study from Cornell University labels self-injury as the next major teen disorder.

Self-injury typically begins when a person feels overwhelmed with negative emotions like shame, guilt or anger. Kimball says, sometimes cutters start harming themselves after a traumatic event, like sexual abuse, to feel more alive.

A study performed at Cornell and Princeton universities found that 17 percent of surveyed students have cut, burned, carved or harmed themselves in some way. Fewer than 7 percent of these students had ever sought physical or mental help for their self-inflicted injuries.

What’s more, the surveyed students were found to be three times more likely to have high levels of psychological distress and three-and-a-half times more likely to have a history of emotional abuse compared with students who do not self-injure.

Merker attributes part of the high from cutting to the preparation process. She says she would go in her room and blast music before cutting. Spreading an old T-shirt or towel on the floor in front of her, Merker would then line up her “tools”– a clean razor blade, gauze and tape, before beginning. She says the ritual is like a heroin addict laying out a candle and needle before injecting the drug into their system.

“Most times I had every intention of putting myself back together,” Merker says. “Maybe the gauze and the tape resembled the small part of me that did want to get better.”

Kimball says most self-injurers are not suicidal in nature– they only intend to externalize their emotional pain. While cutting physiologically calms the body, it leaves cutters at risk of infection, produces bleeding, poor healing or scarring, she says. Besides treating underlying issues like childhood trauma, Kimball takes a holistic approach when treating patients by convincing them to replace their destructive behavior with something soothing, such as drinking tea, taking a walk, or drawing a warm bath. She says the security of the counseling-patient relationship is crucial to expressing troubling emotions.

Bellingham’s Health Support Center on Indian Street provides a meeting space for support groups to share struggles. The Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance and the National Alliance on Mental Illness Monthly General Support Group are two of the dozen of support groups the center offers. After her arrest on charges of drunken underwriting without a license and possession of ecstasy, Merker was court-ordered into a drug and mental health rehabilitation center when she was 17. She initially resisted help from her counselors and peers in rehab, but eventually embraced the experience after forming strong relationships with other struggling patients.

Seven months out of rehab, however, Merker relapsed when she drank alcohol with a friend. All it took was a six-pack of beer.

“Sometimes you have to learn the hard way,” Merker says.

Merker credits Magraw’s constant support as inspirational in her effort to stop cutting. Magraw says she made a pact so that when Merker cut herself, she would too. “See – it doesn’t just hurt you,” Magraw would say. Magraw has seen her in her darkest hour, Merker says, and is still willing to help her.

“That’s kind of a sign,” Magraw says. “There’s something that I’m doing right.”

Magraw keeps memories of the pair growing up near Bainbridge Island close to her heart. She remembers spending days stomping through the woods behind Merker’s house and playing in the nearby creek before the girls entered their taxing teenage years. She remembers drawing together for eight hours straight, without saying a word, the girls content with just being together.

Merker’s friend, 21-year-old Austin Atendido, says getting away from Bainbridge Island changed her for the better.

“Usually I wouldn’t think moving would help, but it seems that ever since she moved out to Portland, she’s been a lot happier,” he says.

Atendido says he tried to help Merker stop cutting numerous times, but ultimately his attempts did not work.

“I feel it was something that was kind of beyond me,” he says. “I don’t think it’s something that anyone else is able to control.”

Today, Merker is drug-free and has not cut herself for 11 months. She is settled in her Portland apartment and job at Noah’s Bagels, and spends her spare time with Magraw.

“I’m happy I’m here,” she says. “I finally have that self-respect.”

Although the scars are there to stay, she looks to them as a reminder of what was— as she starts a new life of what will be. 
On an early Sunday afternoon, the weight room at the Wade King Student Recreation Center is filled with sweaty men and heavy weights. Among the 20 men wearing cut-off T-shirts, one blonde-haired woman with pigtail braids stands out. The muscles in her forearms and biceps become rock hard and swollen as she lifts two 35-pound dumbbells to her chest. Unlike the men in the room who make grinding noises as they lift dumbbells, the woman remains silent. Her bright red skin and protruding veins speak otherwise. Western senior Stephanie Singer looks as though she wants to scream.

From the outside, Singer looks like an average 21-year-old college student. She sees herself as a feminine woman and even likes the color pink, but her peers have classified her as masculine because she works out seven days a week, twice daily. Singer says excessive tanning is necessary for competitions. “If you’re pale, you just look washed out [on stage],” Singer says. “The darker you are the more awkward you look. But, you see the success, it’s a desired look.”

Bodybuilders also worry about the appearance of hair. If any hair is present anywhere beside the head—even the slightest peach fuzz on the body—then the bodybuilder looks as hairy as a grizzly bear to judges, Singer says. She used to wax every inch of her body before competitions, but now she shaves, she says. “I got two Brazilians, and that’s it,” she says. “I don’t want to go back.”

During competitions, bodybuilders also use oils, which sometimes contain chemicals, to make the skin shine. The chemicals invite the possibility of infection, allergic reaction, breakouts or rashes, Howe says. Anything products slathered on the skin can cause a reaction, whether its sun block, lotion or body oils, he says. Anything products slathered on the skin can cause a reaction, whether its sun block, lotion or body oils, he says.

While male and female bodybuilders are viewed differently by society, some of the problems they face remain the same. The wear and tear bodybuilders impose on their skin can produce negative side effects such as stretch marks, body acne and infections. Singer, as a female bodybuilder, Singer’s issues stem differently by society, some of the problems they face remain the same. The wear and tear bodybuilders impose on their skin can produce negative side effects such as stretch marks, body acne and infections. Still, as a female bodybuilder, Singer’s issues stem from the idea of muscularity. The better their skin looks, the more they may think their body will do, he says. Fellow bodybuilders do not take Singer seriously because she is a woman and categorized as a “hyped steroid freak with a man’s voice,” she says. Those outside of bodybuilding do not welcome her athleticism because they view her as masculine. In spite of what others may think, Singer must prepare her skin for bodybuilding competitions just like any other athlete, male or female.

From extreme tanning to waxing every inch of their bodies, bodybuilders go the extra mile to prepare their skin for competitions. Having a smooth, tanned and oiled skin looks as feminine as a woman’s face and body. The better their skin looks, the better their look will be, he says. Singer says excessive tanning is necessary for competitions.

“Along with all the social pressures, and the appearance of muscularity, the better their skin looks, the better their body will do,” he says.

Singer says excessive tanning is necessary for competitions. “I got two Brazilians, and that’s it,” she says. “I don’t want to go back.”

During competitions, bodybuilders also use oils, which sometimes contain chemicals, to make the skin shine. The chemicals invite the possibility of infection, allergic reaction, breakouts or rashes, Howe says. Anything products slathered on the skin can cause a reaction, whether its sun block, lotion or body oils, she says.

Jon Lausen, a weight lifter of seven years and a physical therapy student, says stretch marks are common among bodybuilders. Similar to pregnant women developing stretch marks, bodybuilders develop stretch marks from aggressive weight training, which tears the skin.

“They’re cramming more in the package,” Howe says.

Since she works out seven days a week, twice daily, Singer does not give her skin a lot of time to form new pores. She wears a bandage over every cut on her body. She does morning cardio and early afternoon weight lifting for about one to two hours per workout.

“It’s not really a sport anymore,” she says. “It’s a lifestyle.”

Back at the weight room about 30 minutes later, the room is less crowded. Singer stands straight into the mirror on the north wall of the room. She spreads her legs in a wide stance, grabs a barbell with many circular weights on both sides and lifts it up to her chin. Her teeth clench and beads of sweat trickle from the pores on her forehead, washing over her smooth, tan skin. She is getting ready to compete—with or without the approval of others.
At sunrise, Blake Williams is standing on a beach in Hawaii facing the Pacific Ocean. In his bare chest, two large, silver hooks sit in his freshly pierced skin.

Parachute cord loops through each hook and extend up to a pulley system hanging from a dark brown limb of a Kiawe tree. Slowly, Williams starts to bounce; his multicolored sarong flowing back and forth. His body moves in rhythm with the beat of the Djembe drum. As he sways from side to side, his skin becomes accustomed to the pull of the hooks. His limbs are relaxed. His mind is at peace.

A friend pulls on the cord and Williams’ feet begin to rise off the ground. As his toes brush against the surface of the sand, he tilts his head back, allowing his long, blond dreadlocks to dangle in the air. Another pull on the cord and Williams’ body lifts off the ground. His arms fall down at his sides; the palms of his hands face the sky. The skin on his chest separates from the muscle tissue below and stretches up toward the tree limb.

“As intense as it seems, when I was in that state of mind, relaxing, it was very peaceful,” Williams says.

Maxx Sundquist’s eyes widen as she is fully suspended off the ground from six hooks in her stomach, on March 19, 2009. Jen Morgensen, bottom, and Kristan Mackintosh watch as Williams’ body stretches and stretches toward the tree limb. Jen Morgensen, bottom, helps Sundquist control her breathing as Kristan Mackintosh provides moral support.

Story by Alex Burrows
Photos by Mark Malijan
Williams, a 23-year-old Bellingham resident, tried body suspension for the first time in June 2008. The weekend before his 23rd birthday, he traveled to a local beach in Maui where he lived to attempt what he had only seen on Ripley’s Believe It or Not.

Body suspension is a process in which hooks are first pierced into various points in human skin. The hooks are then used to raise the body off the ground with rope or cord, causing the skin to stretch to support the weight. Although suspension is rooted in ritualistic practices, the practice can be physically harmful to participants. Risks include damaging muscle tissue, tearing the skin and spreading infections or diseases. Still, people continue to engage in body suspension because of its mind-altering effects.

PURE Cirkus, a Seattle based organization that performs suspensions, started as a body-based art theater group five years ago. In the beginning, the group focused on body modification and suspension during performances. In order to reach out to other audiences, PURE’s act evolved to include various types of circus routines, including juggling and fire performance. Still, suspension is a major part of their show.

Jen Morgensen helps run the suspension crew for PURE, working to keep participants safe. She warns participants of many dangers involved in suspension, especially if those overseeing the suspension are not trained to the latest standards and qualifications. Hitting muscle tissue during the piercing process is a possible injury that is not deadly but takes time to heal. Morgensen also says the skin near the piercing can tear if the hooks are not placed in the correct spot. Coming into contact with diseases and infection is another issue that can be avoided by correctly sterilizing all tools used to perform the piercing, she says.

Aside from being suspended by hooks pierced into the chest, participants can also be suspended from their upper back if hooks are placed near the shoulder area. To accomplish this, the piercer threads a needle through the skin on the back. If the piercer is not careful, it is possible to lose the needle under the skin, she says.

“These are the horror stories that we prepare ourselves for,” Morgensen says. “But if you are trained properly, you can minimize the risk.”

The process of preparing for a suspension varies. People may perform their own unique routine before a suspension, such as meditating or fasting. However, being completely sober is important for anyone planning on trying suspension. Morgensen says everybody must abstain from drugs and alcohol before the suspension to ensure their body and mind are healthy. For Morgensen, preparing means making sure everyone is safe and follows the rules.

“All the piercers are trained to the latest standards and codes,” Morgensen says. “Everyone is monitored and uses the latest techniques.”

Even if the crew is properly trained and prepared, medical professionals disagree as to whether suspension is completely safe. Dr. Emily Gibson, director of Western’s Student Health Services, warns the practice is extremely hazardous and participants risk potential injuries that could lead to life threatening infections.

For those being suspended, the benefits outweigh the risks, Williams says. Suspension offers the ability to test oneself—“These are the horror stories that we prepare ourselves,” Morgensen says. 

“For those being suspended, the benefits outweigh the risks, Williams says. Suspension offers the ability to test oneself—‘These are the horror stories that we prepare ourselves’—a notion Morgensen says our society has lost. Historically, suspension has been used in ceremonies as a right-of-passage. Morgensen says young men and women in the U.S. do not have the same opportunity. ‘Suspension has been used as a right-of-passage,’ Morgensen says. ‘It is a major experience to conquer something that you are afraid of.’”

Williams’ experience with suspension is similar to the coming-of-age ritual Morgensen refers to. Although Williams tried suspension with the intent of conquering fear, he was left feeling accomplished.

“I had gone through a test of self—‘a coming-of-age,’” Williams says.

Unfortunately, back at the beach in Maui, Williams’ suspension was cut short. After being suspended for only a minute, his legs start to bend back. With his chest lifted toward the sky, his hips pull down in the opposite direction, forcing his back to arch. His body hanging in mid-air, the sharp angles of his limbs are causing a knot to form in his lower back. Williams says this is the only pain he feels during his suspension, but it is enough to bring him out of his meditative state.

“I would like to hang longer [next time] so I can keep my mind in that trance,” Williams says. “It was a transcendental experience.”

Although Williams’ suspension was different from those Morgensen oversees, he was still cautious. Williams’ friends who helped stage the suspension are professional tattoo artists and piercers who have been suspended before. The hooks Williams used are specialty hooks that were sterilized and packaged for body suspension.

With his safety ensured, Williams was free to get lost in the journey his mind was taking during the suspension. He was aware of what was happening around him and the people he was with. However, his mind was in a different place.

“It taught me how to let go. I was relaxed and outside of myself,” Williams says.

As a side effect of being suspended, Williams experienced air bubbles that formed under his skin. Because the skin separates from the body during suspension, air often settles between the flesh and muscle tissue. Following the suspension, Williams was able to pop the air pockets like bubble wrap. After a few days, the air naturally dissipated through the skin and the bubbles disappear. Despite the air bubbles and extreme nature of suspension, Williams’ accomplishment encouraged him to try suspension again.

“It’s a very incredible experience and definitely something I would try again if the opportunity arises,” Williams says.

Williams is able to describe the final moments of his suspension like they were yesterday. As he is lowered to the ground, relief rushes through his body. The cords that held him in mid-air are loose beside him. Blood drips from the piercing on the right side of his chest. Although the skin surrounding the large, silver hooks is red and inflamed, Williams manages to smile with accomplishment.

“As intense as it seems, when I was in that state of mind, relaxing, it was very peaceful.”

With a blood stained mohawk, Maxx Sundquist lies on the floor after her suspension session, on March 18, 2009.
As Western graduate student Harmanjit Dillon hurries to get ready for the evening, her plans are unexpectedly interrupted when she notices a trickle of blood running down her leg. Standing on a towel in front of her bathroom sink, she struggles to maintain composure. The trickle has turned into a steady stream and the blood is now oozing from what appears to be a deep gash in her skin.

Out of desperation, Dillon gets her roommate’s attention. Her roommate is shocked and frantic as she scrambles to search the Internet for ways to stop Dillon’s bleeding. Her pajama pants and towel now lay blood-soaked on the floor. Dillon explains that she accidentally shaved off a patch of dry skin when she was shaving. Thinking her psoriasis was controlled when she was shaving, she carved off an area of skin when she was shaving. Standing up and don’t want to get out of bed,” Mayberry says. “I put my contacts on, brush my teeth and usually focus on one spot at a time.”

Psoriasis victims often deal with insurance roadblocks because most insurance companies do not fully cover medication costs. Mayberry’s health insurance only gives him $5 toward the $30 psoriasis creams he has to buy every four to five months. Dr. Bowden says chronic diseases such as psoriasis cost a lot of money not only for individuals, but also for insurance companies. People with chronic diseases can bankrupt insurance companies, which often look for ways to cut costs.

“I’m a person with psoriasis. I look at it from a cost containment issue,” Dr. Bowden says. “They look for artificial rules to control how much they are going to pay. Insurance payment schemes are totally baffling.”

For psoriasis victims without insurance, medication can be especially expensive. Raegan Price, a 22-year-old Moses Lake resident, says she spends $400 for a tube of cream that lasts about two months. If she had the money, she would get two doses of Humira shots for $1,600 a month. The shots work best at clearing up her skin, she says.

The Humira shots block pathways in the main immune system linked to psoriasis, Dr. Bowden says. As a result, the shot relieves the immune system and controls the psoriasis. Unfortunately, because the Humira shots shut down parts of the immune system, it often makes those who use it, such as Price, sick.

Price says because she cannot always afford the shots, she often gets depressed when her psoriasis goes from being clear to a stringing her entire body.

As an alternative solution to the shots, people with psoriasis can purchase a foam called Olex, which costs $200 for 100 grams. Mayberry says the foam has the same level of concentration as the generic cream, but lasts longer. However, on a college student’s budget, a $200 foam treatment is an unrealistic option, he says.

Dr. Emily Gibson, director of Western’s Student Health Center, says she typically prescribes steroid creams for students with psoriasis. Dr. Bowden says steroids work by slowing down the immune system.

“I have to suck it up and do it [buy and apply the medication every day],” Mayberry says. “At first, you kind of feel sorry for yourself, but it could be a lot worse.”

Dr. Bowden says 10 percent of people with psoriasis contemplate suicide at one point in their lives. He says psoriasis victims often face discrimination because many people have the misconception that the condition is contagious.

Price has first-hand experience with psoriasis discrimination. Although she enjoys going to the beach or lake during the summer, she says she feels embarrassed and uncomfortable when people ask about her condition. Walking from one side of the beach to the other, she often catches others giving her odd looks.

While stretched out on a towel like any other person at the beach, children occasionally walk up and ask her what she has on her skin. Price says psoriasis is a difficult condition to explain to people, especially children, who sometimes mistake it for chickenpox.

“People give weird looks and think it’s contagious.”

Although psoriasis is a life-long, incurable condition, the symptoms can be treated and maintained with regular treatments and medication. Psoriasis is still a mysterious condition to doctors and until a cure is found, people living with psoriasis must face their condition one spot at a time.

“At least for me, it adds more things to do when you wake up and don’t want to get out of bed,” Mayberry says. “I put my contacts on, brush my teeth and usually focus on one spot at a time.”
As the sound of techno music pulses, Yaari sways her hips from side to side. She brushes off the strap on her right shoulder, turns, and brushes off the strap on her left shoulder. The audience begins to shout as she exposes more skin. Suddenly, Yaari slips the straps back on, leaving the audience hooked on her every move.

Yaari, the 24-year-old founder of the new Bellingham burlesque troupe Harlequins of Temptation (HOT), proudly remembers her first performance as a burlesque dancer. She says she continues dancing burlesque because it provides an escape from her depression and anxiety. Since being diagnosed with bipolar disorder, she has been forced to endure a series of psychiatric screenings and hospital stays.

“I needed focus in my life,” Yaari says. “Burlesque is my gateway drug to a life less ordinary.”

Burlesque is a form of theatrical entertainment that includes comic skits, parody, music, costumes, witty satire and striptease acts. Beginning in Europe during the 19th century, burlesque originated as an outlet for working-class entertainers to mock high society and politics. In the U.S., burlesque has become commonly associated with striptease and skin is its most powerful element.

“The inside of the thighs, wrists, neckline and bosom are covered in such a way that reveals nothing, but teases the audience in such a way that they want more,” Yaari says. “It’s about revealing parts of the body that are enticing and suggestive.”

Showing skin gives the dancer control over her body and the audience, Yaari says. The less skin the dancer shows, the more the audience is left to imagine, which in turn makes the show more provocative. She says she feels a calming sense of control when participating in burlesque because of her ability to express many of her inner emotions with dance, music and the manipulation of what she decides to show.

“Some people make coffee in the morning. I’d rather take off [some of] my clothes on stage because it gives me energy,” Yaari says. “[Burlesque] calms my spirit and helps me with my confidence.”

After leaving a mental hospital for the sixth time in 2007, Yaari realized she needed an anchor in her life. She saw a Bellingham Roller Bettie performance in June of that same year, which included burlesque elements, and was inspired to try burlesque herself. A few years later, Yaari founded HOT in January 2009. The troupe’s motto is “We like to tease, we want to please and we love to keep you begging for more.”

Yaari credits burlesque as her savior, but for Western junior Julia McLean, 23, burlesque offers a new sense of confidence.

“There’s never been any other part of my life where I’ve felt I could be comfortable in my body,” McLean says. “I appreciate the bodies of the women close to me, even though none of our bodies are perfect by any means.”

Weeks prior to the Rumors performance, the women practice in McLean’s apartment. Amongst the practicing performers in the living room, music lyrics lie scattered around and stacked near the edges of the couches. Half-empty glasses of wine sit on the

Adrenaline pumps through Reina Yaari’s body and her skin begins to tingle as she steps onto the stage. Wearing white, four-inch platform heels, a red slip dress and a fancy purple and pink hat, she walks toward a pole located at center stage. Grabbing it with her left hand, she places her right hand on her hips. She takes a deep breath and looks straight at the audience.

As the inside of the thighs, wrists, neckline and bosom are covered in such a way that reveals nothing, but teases the audience it such a way that they want more,” Yaari says. “It’s about revealing parts of the body that are enticing and suggestive.”
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Nick, a singer for the Bellingham burlesque troop, Harlequins of Temptation, solos an act at the Fairhaven Pub in Bellingham WA on February 24th.

Happy Hour teases the crowd during a performance at the Fairhaven Pub in Bellingham WA on February 24th, by the Harlequins of Temptation burlesque troupe, based in Bellingham, WA.

TEASING TEMPTATION

Nick, a singer for the Bellingham burlesque troop, Harlequins of Temptation, solos an act at the Fairhaven Pub in Bellingham WA on February 24th.
television. In the center of the room, eight women swivel their hips, shimmy their shoulders and shake their behinds to songs such as “Dance while the Sky Crashes Down” by Jason Webley and “Big Spender” by Peggy Lee.

“I was working nights at the time, so I’d come home most nights to tipsy ladies singing country songs, making props and costumes, working on dances and generally making mayhem,” McLean says. “I’d kick off my shoes, get a glass of wine and sing with them or sometimes I’d sit on the couch and watch.”

On the night of the Rumors performance, Western alumna Kendra Peterson dances in three-inch pink heels and thigh-high, striped nylon hose held by garter belts. Her fire-engine red lips are moving to the music of the live band. Her sea-blue eye shadow and false eyelashes gleam beneath the spotlight.

In a following act, two audience members hold up a rod draped with purple curtains. A woman stands in front of the curtain facing the audience in a black fedora hat that rests on her blonde, Marilyn Monroe wig. She is wearing black heels and a black skirt that reaches the middle of her thighs. A set of hands appear from two slits in the curtain and slowly undress her. The hands untie the lace of her black corset and slide off her elbow-length black gloves.

Before the performance, McLean says she did not have the confidence to show off her body in public because she thought she was overweight. She says she was worried at first that the audience would be turned off by her appearance. In reality, the audience enjoyed her dancing. Being part of a sexy performance reduced her feelings of self-consciousness, she says. Because of burlesque, McLean says she feels more comfortable in her own skin.

Peterson says social norms limit how much skin is appropriate to show, and burlesque challenges these boundaries.

“Sexuality, especially for women, is pretty restricted by social norms,” Peterson says. “To discover a more assertive or even edgy side to your sexuality is frightening, especially knowing that it is not necessarily condoned in your community. Burlesque dancing provides a safe, creative venue to express your sexuality.”

McLean agrees that burlesque allows her and her friends to confront social norms about what an ideal woman should look like. She says burlesque tests women’s limits.

Peterson says she felt nervous the day before the Rumors performance. But as show time approached and the performance started, her anxiety disappeared and she was ready to show some skin, she says.

Yaari says feeling nervous at some point before a performance is natural. She says the art of leaving the audience wanting more makes her feel like she has accomplished her duty as a performer.

“I push the boundaries of an audience,” Yaari says. “My goal when I’m performing is to knock everyone’s socks off.”

In anticipation, the audience watching Yaari’s first burlesque performance once again sees her slip the straps off both her shoulders. Next, she pulls one arm out from the right strap and the other out from the left strap. Grabbing the top of her dress, she shimmy’s the garment down to her hips. Suddenly, the music ends and Yaari pulls her dress back up to her shoulders before walking offstage. The audience breaks into applause, and the room gets louder as they request a second and third performance.

When the performance is over, Yaari says she knows burlesque is something she wants to pursue for as long as she can entertain an audience. Since burlesque accepts all body types and does not have any requirements, Yaari can continue dancing for many years to come.
takes several procedures that are just as agonizing each time, he says. Still, getting rid of the tattoos is an important step for him since they link him to his former life as a gang member. He says he was 6 years old when he received his first gang tattoo and 15 when he decided to abandon his “gang lifestyle.” Rhonda Ayers, Coordinator of Ink Out, says she has been working with Degollado, now 18, since he was in the 7th grade.

Ink Out is affiliated with the Community Youth Services, a program that works to provide a stable environment for young people formerly involved in gangs. Ink Out goes one step further than the services by helping participants remove gang tattoos from their skin.

When Ink Out was founded in 1998, the program had nothing to do with tattoo removal and only admitted participants under the age of 25. Ayers says. Today, Ink Out will remove gang tattoos from anyone willing to fully commit themselves to a crime- and gang-free lifestyle.

Ayers says the program switched to all-ages because it became so popular. She also says Ink Out started removing tattoos after one participant tried to burn off his gang markings. The incident was a tipping point for the program.

“I never realized the impact labeling had on people involved in gangs and how it stopped them from reaching their full potential,” Ayers says. Ink Out participants must submit recommendations from friends, parole officers, teachers or other mentors to be eligible. Unfortunately, many young adults in the program do not have support, friends or family outside of their gang and criminal backgrounds, Ayers says. Many of the participants don’t know how to live any other way, she says.

Experts estimate that 28,500 youth gangs existed when Ink Out was founded, according to a survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Justice. Since then, the national gang average has decreased to 26,500 recorded groups. Meanwhile, gang activity in Washington has increased for the last two years, says Deputy Keith Linderman from the Whatcom County Sheriff’s Office.

“The opportunity to remove gang tattoos on prisoners, Linderman says. By documenting inmate tattoos, law enforcement officials are able to build on their local gang knowledge. Linderman says it is important for officers to know the difference between gang families because if rival gang members are placed in the same jail cell, they may attack each other or cause more trouble for police.

Back at the Providence St. Peter Hospital, Cairone is getting ready for another tattoo removal. In addition to being Providence’s RN, she is trained and certified to remove tattoos. She says removing tattoo ink requires a special laser called a “Q-switch laser.” The laser directs pulses of energy toward the skin, which break up the ink particles. Cairone says some pigments such as green and purple require more energy to break up, and are harder than others to remove.

Laser tattoo removal can have negative side effects on the skin, such as temporal changes, scarring and skin discoloration, according to a study from the Department of Dermatology at the New York University School of Medicine. Some people may also experience allergic reactions to the laser, the study says.

Cairone says the gang tattoos she usually sees are homemade. Amateur tattoo artists often use black India ink, which is thinner than professional ink. She also says the needle work on homemade tattoos tends to be uneven and the ink is usually not injected very deep into the skin. As a result, it can take more sessions to completely remove a professional tattoo, while amateur art requires fewer visits.

Ayers says the cost of removing gang tattoos is still high—even though they are easier to remove. She says a single gang tattoo removal can cost anywhere from $2,000 to $4,000, depending on the size of the tattoo and craftsmanship of the tattooist. The volunteer-based program would not be able to provide the free service to participants without the help of doctors, she says. The program also relies on participants, who are required to do several hours of volunteer work to offset the cost of services and to help them transition back into the community.

Occasionally, some people quit the program before they are finished. Still, Ayers says some participation in Ink Out is better than none.

Linderman says community programs that work to keep young adults out of gangs, such as Ink Out, are important. Because of funding shortages, police officers need community support to properly deal with gangs, he says.

Since gangs tend to act like tight-knit families who take care of each other, the pseudo-supportive environment drives young people in, especially those with unstable families. Linderman says. Gang-families turn to crime and violence, which can result in assaults or even homicides, when members decide to attack rival gangs and affiliates, he says. Among gang-families, there is pressure to be the strongest and the most influential, so fights often erupt between them to prove their worth, he says.

As young adults become more involved in gang-families, they are more likely to outwardly show their gang status through clothes and amateur tattoos, Linderman says. Ink Out helps erase the unhealthy networks former gang members cultivated on the streets.

Back in the Providence hospital room, Ortiz’s tattoo removal session is almost over. Stepping out of the small, sterile space, she raises her arm in order to keep it elevated. In the process, she reveals a patch of inflamed skin and a series of red dots, which show where her tattoo once was.

A few minutes later, Degollado emerges from his removal session—his hands shaking with pain and excitement.

“Don’t drink coffee before you go in,” Degollado warns. “It just makes it worse.”

Every once in a while, Degollado says he is approached by gang members who want him to return to his former lifestyle. Thanks to the support networks he built through Ink Out, he says he has the strength to just walk away.
KLIPSUN
is the Lummi word meaning "beautiful sunset."